
Dear Sir/Madam


Re: Planning permission for fences at 14 Park Crescent, Brighton, BN2 7HN


It is estimated that some 200,000 cats in the UK are killed on the road each year. This not only 
puts cats lives  at risk but also the driver of the car.  Cats are also increasingly at risk of being 
stolen, getting lost or trapped, attacked or picking up diseases such as feline aids. All of which 
cause a great deal of stress and upset to the owners of the cats involved.


Our objective at Katzecure is to keep cats safely contained in their own garden. This is achieved 
by positioning two three inch diameter, internally mounted poles (timber or aluminium) onto a 
garden fence or wall. When a cat runs up the fence to try and get a grip on the top, the pole will 
first rock and then spin preventing it from getting a hold and jumping over the fence.


For the system to be effective the fence height must be a minimum of six feet high. We extend the 
height using trellis extensions if necessary. Any potential jumping platforms, must also be a 
minimum of six feet away from the fence.


The challenge we have with securing the garden at 14 Park Crescent and the reason for the 
application for planning permission, is that the fence at the lowest level needs to be more than six 
feet high to stop the cat using the next higher level as a jumping platform to clear the lower fence.


Our website www.katzecure.com has information and pictures which may be useful to you.


Please e mail me at billy@katzecure.com or call me on the numbers below if you have specific 
questions or I can be of any assistance.


Kind regards 

Billy Williams
Managing Director
Katzecure Services Ltd

01803 659863
07879775932
Kind regards

http://www.katzecure.com/
mailto:billy@katzecure.com

